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ABOUT US
  

Brought to you from the publishers of  
Colorado AvidGolfer magazine,  

AvidLifestyle is a targeted community  
lifestyle publication covering the  

affluent communities of  
Greenwood Village,  

Cherry Hills,  
Castle Pines and the  

South Suburbs. 

Through an authentic community voice  
and engaging content, we feature the best of 
these areas by covering happenings around 
town, local business news, people making  
an impact in the community, what’s hot in 

the culinary world, where to shop,  
popular fashion trends and much more. 

Locally Owned and Operated  
Denver Tech Center

OUR EXPERIENCE  
& REPUTATION

More than 100 years of combined  
publishing experience that  

includes Esquire, Town & Country,  
ESPN the Magazine, Woman’s Day,  
The Denver Post, SKI and SKIING 

magazines, and DiningOut 



OUR REACH

12  
Issues per year

13,300 
Copies direct mailed to homes 

with home values of $850,000+  
in Greenwood Village, Cherry Hills,  

Castle Pines and select neighborhoods  
in Lone Tree and Centennial

1,000 
Copies featured at premier restaurants,  

luxury automobile dealerships,  
hotels, real estate offices, shopping areas,  
retail outlets, private jet aviation centers,  

jewelry stores and medical offices

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 42,900  
Readers Per Issue 

514,800 
Readers Annually
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Local designers share 
TOP TIPS for beautiful 
and functional spaces

Denver restaurateur  
TROY GUARD puts 
ohana into  
everything he does

Denver’s storied  
ITALIAN FOOD  
SCENE keeps  
getting better

Eat your way  
through AUSTIN  
in a long weekend

Kitchens
Captivating



READER PROFILE
42 

Median Age

65% – Female  
35% – Male

71%
Married

AFFLUENT &  
WELL-EDUCATED

90%+ 
College-Educated

 $1,234,879 
Average Net Worth

$1.5 billion 
Combined Disposable Income

$112,157   
Average Household Disposable Income 

65%  
female

35%  
male

90% + 
College- 

Educated



A TARGETED AUDIENCE
  
AvidLifestyle reaches the most affluent 

households in Greenwood Village, 
Cherry Hills, Castle Pines and select 

neighborhoods in Lone Tree  
and Centennial. Delivering community 

influencers, business leaders and  
an active audience who are  

well-educated, love to shop and enjoy 
the finer things in life, AvidLifestyle is 

direct-mailed monthly to readers with  
home values of $850,000 or higher.

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME

Cherry Hills: $417,623 

Greenwood Village: $230,991  
 

Castle Pines: $276,668  

Lone Tree: $173,191 

MEDIAN HOME VALUE 
Cherry Hills: $2,829,960 

Greenwood Village: $1,518,765 
 

Castle Pines: $1,600,000

Lone Tree: $1,245,950 



TARGETED | SIMPLE 
COST EFFECTIVE

  
AvidLifestyle provides your business a  

highly targeted opportunity to deliver your 
advertising message directly to the affluent 

buyers in one of the most sought-after  
areas in Colorado. 

PROVEN SUCCESS IN  
ADVERTISING

Niche Market Position + Targeted Upscale 
Distribution = Strong ROI

 
 
 
 
 

DELIVERING RESULTS 
68% of community/regional magazine readers 

buy products and services from ads seen  
in the publication

 
 
 
 
 
 

READER LOYALTY
76% of readers will have the last issue of  

the magazine “in hand” when  
the new issue arrives

68%

76%



PURCHASING POWER 
With a combined disposable income  

of $1.5 billion, Avid Lifestyle readers  
are very likely to buy and spend money on 

the following:

Apparel | Automobiles| Dining | Education
Financial Planning| Fine Jewelry | Fitness

Home Appliances| Home Furnishings 
Medical| Real Estate Services
Senior Care | Travel and More!

TOP BRANDS USING  
AvidLifestyle
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THE EVENT

AvidLifestyle and Colorado AvidGolfer,  
come together every year for this special  

event focused on raising awareness 
 and money to benefit our amazing  

charity partner Bags of Fun.

Bags of Fun is local charity that brings  
joy, laughter and relief to children in the 

fight of their lives. Their mission is to  
deliver a Bag of Fun to every sick child 

whose health and happiness is both  
compromised and threatened.  

Recognized as one of the hottest new  
luxury events in town, Wheels of Dreams 

provides our partners with a unique 
outreach opportunity.

Throughout the evening guests explore  
a highly-curated collection of vintage 

and exotic automobiles. Relax in lounges 
decorated by top local interior designers. 

Enjoy bespoke cocktails and sample 
culinary delights from renowned local chefs. 

Entertainment includes live music, artists 
presentations, aerial performances, an 

interactive golf experience and much more!



CONTENT PILLARS

IN EVERY ISSUE

On the Agenda  
Can’t miss events in our community and  

around Colorado.

Local Flavors  
Fine and casual dining, bars, entertaining,  

cooking, beer, wine and spirits.
 
 

Dwelling Well  
Home trends, interior design, landscaping,  

hardscaping, textiles and decor.

Healthy Living   
Top workouts, places to get your sweat on,  
health issues, skincare, haircare and more.

 
 

Ready to Wear  
Colorado style, fashion, jewelry and accessories.

 

Influencers 
The organizations and people who help  

shape our community.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

Wayfarers 
Destinations, hospitality, road trips,  
outdoor adventure and family travel.

Arts & Culture 
A behind-the-scenes look at local cultural events.

Local Gift Guides 
Great ideas for gifting locally for those you love.

EDITORIAL CONTENT 
You benefit from the trust we’ve built with our readers.

We highlight what makes the south Denver suburbs a better place to call home  
through the highest quality city magazine content in the market.

Our team of professional writers and editors discover and curate best-in-class  
local stories that entertain, educate and delight our readers. Our purpose is to  

initiate—and join—the conversations that matter to our community.  
We connect with the people, businesses and organizations that are doing  

amazing things in our area, and we celebrate their stories through  
well-crafted journalism.  

DWELLING WELL //  by design
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IN MANY WAYS, this was a textbook interior 

design project: a mix of serendipity and trust, 

good timing, styles that mesh, and a rare case 

of everything going according to plan.

You could say the stars aligned to produce 

a seamless makeover of this family home in 

Castle Rock.

What started out as a dark and dreary home 

was transformed into a modern, open space 

with crisp, clean lines and joyful bursts of color. 

The project encompassed the main floor: the 

living room, dining room, entryway, powder 

room, laundry room and staircase. It was every 

designer’s dream.

The homeowners chanced upon the Basil + 

Tate interior design website and fell in love 

with the work of lead designer Jackie Newell. 

“I really didn’t know where to begin,” says 

Monika Wesorick. “I previewed her web- 

site and portfolio of work, and her bright and 

modern style resonated with me. I wanted 

something modern, but warm and inviting and 

her past projects fit that style.” 

Purchased as a new build in 2006, the home 

was showing its age. The main level had 

been painted in dark tans and light browns, 

and most of the furniture was finished in an 

unfashionably dark espresso. “The decor felt 

dated and haphazardly put together, with no 

particular style,” remembers Wesorick. 

PHOTO: COURTESY BASIL + TATE

To make the most of the transitional eat-in area 

between the kitchen and the dining room, Newell 

opted for a round table from Lamps Plus for easy 

circulation. Slim, modern chairs from Room & Board 

and a contemporary fixture from Circa Lighting add  

to the fresh, open feel of the room.

Light Show
DARK AND DATED GIVES 

WAY TO SUNNY AND 

STREAMLINED IN THIS 

RELAXED FAMILY HOME

By Maria LaPiana

38
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39
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WORKOUTS

THE WORKOUT: 
FAB Jump Fusion

THE GYM: 
FAB Method

Greenwood Village
303.229.6704

thefabmethod.com

ON A TYPICAL DAY, it takes me roughly half 
of a new fitness routine to decide if I like the 
method. The day I joined FAB Method for a 
50-minute Jump Fusion class, I made that 
decision in thirty seconds flat. 

I was perched on the back of a custom-made 
Pilates reformer, known here as a FABFormer, 
for the very first move—a type of crunch—and 
after just a handful of reps my muscles were 
shaking. 

This surprised me. Tackling H.I.I.T. (high 
intensity interval training) three to four times 
a week, I’m no stranger to tough workouts. But 
in less than a minute FAB Method co-owner 
and instructor Kadi Bain had my body visibly 
trembling—and I hadn’t even attempted the 
studio’s one-of-a-kind jump moves yet. 

FAB Method, co-owned by Bain and Kiki Pierce, 
opened in 2017 and has made a name for itself as 
a fitness destination that really serves up a chal-
lenge. Some of that is thanks to this class. 

Designed to combine modern Pilates move-
ments with bursts of cardio, a padded board is 
secured to the end of each FABFormer. For every 
major muscle group worked, you do at least one 
move continuously pushing off of the board, cre-
ating resistance and added difficulty. 

Before long, I’d crunched, planked, lunged and 
lifted my way through most of the class. There 
are no breaks between moves here and, without 
that, not much time to check the clock. 

Instead, you start a move slow and repeat it 
with varying pulsing reps before moving to 
another exercise. With just eight spots in every 
class, Bain was quick to help with form when I 
got tired. 

I finished feeling immediately sore and, like 
so many other FAB Method fans (including 
Denver Broncos players), outright hooked. 

—Kendall Kostelic 

THE WORKOUT: 
Custom routine

THE GYM: 
Enduro MTB Training 

Greenwood Village
303.883.0435

enduromtbtraining.com

WHEN IT COMES to finding the perfect workout 
and improving your overall fitness, Dee Tidwell 
will tell you that there is nothing more important 
than personalization. “Humans are like 
snowflakes,” he says. “If you just glance at snow, 
all the flakes look the same. Go closer, though, 
and you will see they are all very different.”

Tidwell, owner and head coach of Enduro MTB 
Training, explained his metaphor as we stood 
in his studio. I’d come to get a taste of his laud-
ed custom workouts, which he crafts equally 
as much for cyclists and other major athletes 
as he does for the average Joe. I was prepared 
to walk away feeling like all other workouts I’d 
done were child’s play, but, like the feeling that 
comes with a long plank, the burn was gradual 
and more thoughtful than I expected.

Before I even thought about breaking a sweat, 
Tidwell wanted to know what I’d done to stay 
healthy by way of an extensive questionnaire. 
He asked for everything from my dimensions to 
how much water I drink.

Then came a physical evaluation, where he 
cross-examined further to find root causes 
of issues I’d highlighted. He inquired, for in-
stance, about the thickness of my bed pillows.

He took me through a series of movements to 
measure my mobility, calculated using an angle 
ruler, and a few days later handed me a binder 
comprising my fitness routine. The exercises 
largely focused on the maintenance of a proper 
pelvic and lower-back position, something he 
had identified as my “area of need.” 

During a yoga-ball exercise, Tidwell paid extra 
attention to form. “If you can do 10 perfect reps 
and lose your form on the 11th, do nine,” he said 
as my lower back began to droop.

Post-stretching, I felt loose and ready to take 
on the day. The next morning, however, was a 
different story.

—Drew Kort

PHOTO: EHREN JOSEPH, EHREN JOSEPH PHOTOGRPAHY

HOLD EVERYTHING 
FAB Method co-owner Kadi Bain 

and avid FAB participant  
Randy Pierce work their glutes, abs, 

arms and more on the FABFormer.

LOCAL FLAVORS //  behind the bar
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THERE IS PERHAPS nothing better than a fresh Colorado peach 
from our farmer’s markets. They make the perfect backdrop for 
cool and bright warm-weather mocktails and frozen treats. 

Refreshing 
Summer 
Coolers
By Kimberly Lord Stewart 

Sober-Style  
PEACH BELLINI 
The Bellini champagne cocktail dates somewhere between the 
1930s and 1940s, by the Giuseppe Cipriani, the owner of Harry’s 
Bar in Venice, where the likes of Ernest Hemingway, Truman 
Capote and Orson Welles frequently hung out. Anywhere grapes 
grow well, so do peaches, which means like Colorado, Italy has an 
abundance of the fruit in summertime. Cipriani was enamored  
by Italian peaches and the 15th century Venetian painter 
Giovanni Bellini. He captured his love for both in the cocktail 
made from peach purée and Venetian prosecco, named for the 
artist. We’ve dried out the recipe here for non-drinkers. But the 
base is the same whether you use non-alcoholic or traditional 
prosecco. Makes 4-6 drinks. 

INGREDIENTS

2 fresh ripe Colorado peaches  
Chilled sparkling dry Prosecco*

METHOD

Peel and pit peaches. Place in blender and puree. Add 1-2 
Tablespoons peaches to the bottom of each champagne glass.  
Top with dry Prosecco. 

*We recommend Gruvi’s Dry Secco

INFLUENCERS //  saving lives

INFLUENCERS //  saving lives
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RENÉE BRINKERHOFF drives 
because children’s lives  depend on it.

By Jon Rizzi

THE FIRST SUNDAY OF SUMMER in Colorado Springs brought more brume than vroom to the 

100th Broadmoor Pikes Peak International Hill Climb. With fog and snow shrouding the 4,725 feet 

between the starting line and the 14,115-foot summit—with few guardrails between the asphalt and 

steep drop-offs—this year’s tortuous 12.42-mile, 156-turn “Race to the Clouds” became even more 

treacherous than usual for the field’s 76 drivers.
“I wouldn’t have had it any other way,” says Renée Brinkerhoff, the 66-year-old endurance racer 

from Sedalia who navigated the pace car around turns called “Devil’s Playground” and “Bottomless 

Pit” in her ascent of “America’s Mountain.”
“I love a challenge, and this was right up my alley.”  

Since 2013, when she envisioned herself racing a car, Brinkerhoff has tackled some of the roughest 

terrains on all seven continents. In doing so, she has raised awareness and funds to combat the 

global scourge of child trafficking.Driving a vintage 1956 Porsche 356, the founder and star of the Valkyrie Racing team won her first 

rally, the Sport Menor class of Mexico’s perilous 2,000-mile La Carrera Panamericana. She would 

become the first woman to place in the iconic rally four times. 

After that fourth competition, she had an 

epiphany more profound than the one that put 

her in a race car. “Because I was one of the only 

women competing and because of our success as 

a team in this race, people wanted to know who 

I was and what I was doing,” she remembers. “I 

realized we had a voice and had to use that voice 

every time someone put a microphone in front 

of my mouth. We wanted to use this car literally 

as a vehicle to effect change.” She knew that child trafficking, the area in  

which she wanted to effect change, was “a  

really hard topic, very difficult for people 

to want to hear about. And it seemed very 

insurmountable in so many ways.” But after 

a chance meeting with an FBI agent tracking 

down child pornography peddlers and seeing 

a random man on a shuttle bus consuming the 

smut on his smartphone, she knew the cause 

had found her. “Child pornography fuels child 

trafficking,” she explains, adding that it affects 

1.2 million children annually.“If you really want a big voice and you really 

want to effect change,” she says, “you need to do 

something out of the box.” So, Valkyrie Racing created the nonprofit 

foundation Valkyrie Gives and initiated the 

Project 356 World Rally Tour. Brinkerhoff 

would compete in the Targa Tasmania in  

Australia, the Caminos del Inca in the Andes  

of Perú, the 36-day Beijing-to Paris Motor Chal-

lenge and Kenya’s East African Safari Rally. 
Giving interviews on each continent, she 

brought attention to child trafficking. She 

identified, vetted and supported NGOs in 

eight countries that helped shelter and protect 

vulnerable groups. She even went undercover 

as an investigator to get evidence to supply to 

law enforcement. 

“If you really want a big  voice and you  really want to effect change ... you need to do something out  of the box.”
 —Renée Brinkerhoff
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Racing to         Beat the Traffickers
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FROM THE MOMENT it was built, the Denver Tech Center had the beef. 

Now, in this era of plant-based burgers and meatless Mondays, there is a steakhouse 
on virtually every corner in Greenwood Village. Shanahan’s Steakhouse is only  
a few blocks from Ruth’s Chris Steak House which is near Ocean Prime and  
Eddie V’s Prime Seafood.

The I-25 prime steakhouse corridor continues to the south at Del Frisco’s 
Double Eagle Steakhouse, Eddie Merlot’s Prime Aged Beef & Seafood, 
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse and Perry’s Steakhouse. 

There are more upscale steakhouses concentrated here than anywhere else in 
Colorado, including Denver. Credit the confluence of big business and a booming 
population, according to Marc Steron. The veteran restaurateur has a quarter 
century of sizzle under his belt as managing partner of Shanahan’s Steakhouse 
for 13 years and previously as general manager for 11 years at Del Frisco’s. He 
names the now-shuttered Brook’s Steak House and Morton’s of Chicago as the 
pioneering eateries.

“The Denver Tech Center has grown exponentially in terms of office space and 
residences, especially in recent years. The steakhouses are a magnet for weekend 
destination dining for families and couples who live nearby,” Steron says. 

Prime 
Territory
How Greenwood Village became THE UPSCALE  
STEAKHOUSE EPICENTER OF COLORADO

By John Lehndorff

AvidLifestyle.com
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Anyone?
The holiday  
drink menu  
is all set

Cocktails,

TURKEY
Day to a new 
tasty level

TAKE

HOLIDAY 
SHOP 

Inside a  
beloved area 4GIFT 

IDEAS  
TO WRAP 
UP NOW

Winemaking 
with local  

vintners 
 

Novel home  
décor

Custom  
wardrobe  

colors 

Compelling  
abstract art

AvidLifestyle.com
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Horse
Power

10+
ways to make  

SUMMER DAYS 

at home RULE!

VICTORY  

GARDENS are  

back to help with 

food shortagesNow is the  

time to fight 

FOOD WASTE

Gentle giants 

saved DEVON 

COMBS’ life,  

now they help 

others too
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Celebrity fitness 
trainer NATALIE 
UHLING talks 
Colorado, fitness  
and motherhood

Gettin’ Fit 
How running 
saved CREIGH 
KELLEY’s life

BOUTIQUE 
FITNESS 
studios for 
every workout

Recipes and  
hot spots for
EATING HEALTHY 

UPLEVEL YOUR 
HOME with 
greenery and  
a Zen space

LOCAL FLAVORS //  celebrate

26
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The Makings of a Momentous 
Mother’s Day
By Maren Bartels

MOMS DESERVE to be celebrated every day, 
but after the year we’ve had, moms need a 
double dose of Mother’s Day love! To help you 
plan your day, we’ve created a go-to guide to 
show your mom that you appreciate all she 
does and spoil her a little extra this year. FYI 
it’s Sunday, May 9th, in case you needed a hint!

WHAT TO EAT & DRINK
BIRD Bakery
Texas darling, BIRD Bakery brings a taste of 
nostalgic southern charm, with a modern twist 
to the Mile High City. And their Mother’s Day 
offerings are sure to delight! Think tomato pie, 
pimento cheese popovers and lemon icebox 
cake. 

BIRD Bakery
8000 E. Belleview Ave
birdbakery.com

Jacques Florent Rosé, $33
What better way to toast mom than with a 
fabulous French Rosé! Francois Moutard has 
the ability to gracefully balance a respect for 
tradition and an appreciation for innovation. 
Centuries of experience producing wine in 
Burgundy, with his own beautifully tended 
vineyards, access to great fruit and a hands-off 
approach to winemaking that stems from the 
notion that the best wines are produced in the 
vineyard made Moutard-Diligent the perfect 
partners for their innovative new French series.  
The artwork (by Zach Fleming, a Brooklyn 
watercolor painter, a chef, and an avid wine 
lover) on the eco-friendly canister makes the 
presentation even more fitting of a celebration 
fit for mom! 

Molly’s Spirits
8557 E. Arapahoe Rd
mollysspirits.com

WHAT TO GIVE
Valentina Nightgown & Eye Mask  
from Julia B, starting at $50
For the ultimate sleep accessories, pamper 
mom with a luxurious nightgown and eye mask 
made with the famously soft Liberty Tana Lawn 
fabric. The ruffled collar and a-line nightgown is 
adjustable and comfortable, while the eye mask 
comes with a drawstring bag. Or book mom an 
appointment with local linen expert Courtney 
Hosterman to create bespoke bedding, bath or 
table linens to cherish for years to come.  

juliab.com

Always in Rose Bubble Bath, $56
Let mom relax in a tub of lush, fragrant bubbles 
with Lollia’s Always in Rose Bubble Bath. 
Infused with notes of blushing rose, hibiscus 
and warm amber, this enchanting floral retreat 
comes in a sophisticated glass bottle enveloped 
in sumptuous blooms to elevate every bath. 

Wish Gifts 
5014 E. Hampden Ave
wishgifts.com

Mother’s Day Garden, starting at $12
A Mother’s Day garden is whatever you want 
it to be. There are no rules or strict traditions. 
Create a garden together with your mom or do 
it for her as a surprise and add to it every year. 
We’re loving the selection of spring and summer 
plants at The Gardens Highlands Ranch – think 
lilacs, lilies, roses, rhododendrons, hydrangeas 
and hostas, morning glories and much more!

The Gardens Highlands Ranch
9542 S University Blvd 

Julia Child Notecards, 
$16
Celebrate the legendary Julia Child’s unique 
personality and sense of humor with four iconic 
quotes and stills from her famed TV show. It is 
the first title in a special collaboration with the 
Julia Child Foundation for Gastronomy and the 
Culinary Arts and the Smithsonian. 

Princeton Architectural Press
papress.com

WHAT TO DO
Mom to Be Massage from Copperfalls, $115
For expectant mothers, celebrate this special 
time with a prenatal floating massage and hand-
relieving manicure. Taking time to pamper her 
now will serve you well when baby arrives! 

Copperfalls
340 Perry St
copperfalls.com

17th Annual Mile High International 
Pastel Exhibition, starting May 8th
The Pastel Society of Colorado is proud to 
present their 17th Mile High International 
Pastel Exhibition. This show is a wonderful 
representation of diverse methods, styles and 
visions. Enjoy the bold colors, subtle rendering 
and expressive mark-making employed in this 
collection of artwork. Let mom linger in front 
of these paintings and savor the landscapes, 
celebrations of light and color, quiet nocturnes, 
lovingly rendered portraits and intimate 
observations of familiar objects.

Curtis Center for the Arts
2349 East Orchard Rd
greenwoodvillage.com
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DWELLING WELL //  trends
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What’s New  
in Luxury  
Appliances
Today’s appliance makers are dreaming up  
CREATIVE WAYS TO MAKE KITCHEN TIME FASTER,  
EASIER AND MORE HEALTHY

By Lisa Truesdale

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES have come a long way since Miele introduced its 
first product—a mechanical butter churn—in 1900. Today, the German com-
pany is a household name within the realm of luxury appliances, along with 
brands like La Cornue, Gaggenau, Dacor, Sub-Zero, Wolf and many others.

“Manufacturers keep adding more and more electronics to their products, to 
make life easier, like more connectivity and integration with apps,” says Libby 
Hull with Specialty Appliance, “and they’re competing with each other to be 
at the top of that game.” Some examples of these creative new products include 
Dacor’s WineStation that holds and dispenses four bottles of wine, using pres-
surized argon gas to keep the wine fresh, and Miele’s dishwasher that uses its 
own detergent disc, dispensing the right amount based on the cycle you choose 
so you’re not wasting detergent.

Here’s a sampling of other new offerings in luxury appliances:

RANGES/COOKTOPS
Recent reports about older gas stoves emitting harmful pollutants into the air 
have consumers searching for alternatives. “I’ve had many customers talking 
about getting away from gas appliances due to health concerns,” says Hull. 
“We’re selling a lot of induction cooking appliances.” 
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Sustainable  
looks to  

EXPRESS 
YOURSELF

THROWIN’  
SHADE  

Window  
dressing 

done right

Sought-after  
reservations  

for COUTURE  
CUISINE

So Haute 
Colorful, fresh Colorful, fresh 
and and incredibly incredibly 
glamorous—glamorous—
SPRING FASHIONSPRING FASHION  
has arrivedhas arrived
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 EAT, DRINK  
AND BE MERRY  

How to entertain 
elegantly with ease  

 

PROJECT ANGEL  
HEART marks  

30 years of   
helping people

Farolitos light  
the way for a 

holiday getaway  
to SANTA FE

A sustainable paradise, 
KNAPP RANCHKNAPP RANCH  was built 
with love, gratitude  
and stewardship of  
the upper West Lake 
Creek Valley
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READY TO WEAR //  gift idea
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Good Things Come   in Small PackagesBIGGER ISN’T ALWAYS BETTER. So when you see a small package beautifully 

wrapped under the tree, it’s no wonder your eyes widen with excitement. As the 

saying goes, “diamonds are a girl’s best friend.ˮ  But not all baubles are created 

equal, so make sure you work with a trusted jeweler who knows the four Cs as well 

as the trends and traditions when it comes to bling. To help you on your journey to 

find the perfect present your loved one will cherish for years to come, we visited 

some local jewelers with the crème de la crème in diamonds, gems, gold, platinum 

and other precious metals to make your holiday sparkle a little brighter.

By Amanda Lacey

M. Spalten Pink Tourmaline  
Starburst Ring  Element 79 Contemporary Jewelry

Shy Creation Kate Bracelet 
Trice Jewelers

Pamela Zamore Pendant, charms  

and Gold Round Link Cable Chain
Element 79 Contemporary Jewelry 

Essence Pavé Diamond Ball  
Pendant Necklace John Antecio

“Gift-giving, especially for the woman  

in your life that has just about everything, 

may seem like a daunting task but you can’t 

go wrong with a timeless piece of jewelry. 

“Diamond jewelry is always a perfect gift 

because it never goes out of style.” 
—Abbey Breeding, Williams Jewelers

READY TO WEAR //  trends
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LOOK GREAT ALL DAY— 

EVEN AS THE COLORADO 

TEMPS SWING

By Hailee Lucchesi

A COMMON JOKE  about Colorado weather is 

that we can experience all four seasons in just 

one day. And, well, it’s no joke! While the shift of 

actual seasons is a chance for a mental reboot, 

it’s also the perfect opportunity for a wardrobe 

refresh. So, stock up on lovely layering pieces to 

get you through the temperature swings that are 

inevitable this time of year. 

 
One favorite, go-to designer for layering staples 

is St. John. This fall, take note of the timeless 

boucle eyelash tweed jacket. Pair with a crisp 

white tee and jeans during the day or silk pants 

for a night out. The leather notch collar jacket 

is one of the chicest pieces you will see this 

season. The sophisticated shape makes it a 

simple and eloquent layering garment that goes 

with virtually anything in your closet. 

 
Next, head over to Garbarini for the cozy 

closed ecru sweater vest. Wear alone, layer 

with an oversized white button down or pair 

with faux leather pants for an edgier feel. For 

cooler nights, snag the Smythe bow coat. Aside 

from the dreamy cobalt blue color, the tailored 

silhouette and modern details provide an 

effortless look from day to night.

Lastly, a cape is quintessential for fall. The 

Qinti Clare cape in walnut, made in Peru, is no 

exception. With its creamy rib-knit collar and 

modern silhouette, this staple will keep you 

warm and fashionable all season long. 

Lovely  

Layering
ST. JOHN

Cherry Creek North

303.377.7572; stjohnknits.com

GARBARINI

Cherry Creek North

303.333.8686; garbarinishop.com

QINTI

Larimer Square

720.728.5930; qintiperu.com
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COAT, $895,  

at Garbarini

CLOSED 

SWEATER VEST, 

$420, at  

Garbarini

LEATHER 

NOTCH COLLAR 

JACKET, $2,995, 

at St. John

CLARE CAPE, 

$745, at Qinti

BOUCLE 

EYELASH 

TWEED 

JACKET, 

$1,895,  

at St. John
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DWELLING WELL //  around backDWELLING WELL //  around back

Open AirElegance in
AN UNTAMED CASTLE PINES YARD BECOMES A COZY ESCAPE.

THE OWNERS of this Castle Pines home had a real vision for their backyard: To 
walk outside and see “elegance in a native setting, a French-country-meets-Vail-Val-
ley vibe,” described Troy Shimp, senior designer at Lifescape Colorado. The only 
catch? It was going to require a lot of patience to get there. 

The yard, says Shimp, was hilly, had a severe slope from side-to-side and had never 
been landscaped. Shimp and his team, however, were up for the challenge. 

It took 10 months to make the homeowners’ dream of an outdoor resort-level living 
space a reality. Its features: a copper spa, an oversized fire pit with a stone sofa, a 
lounge area separate from the fire pit, a private hanging bed, sunken trampoline, re-
mote horseshoe pit and an expansive outdoor kitchen and bar.

To make all of these areas on the 40,000-square-foot plot (equal to a little under one 
acre) feel cohesive, Shimp and the homeowners designed each component to feel 
like an extension of the house. This meant tying all of the stone in the yard to the 
home’s original architecture and materials—the landscapers even took limestone off 
of the house to help things match—and, between each activity area, planting the same 
flowering perennials and evergreen and deciduous greenery. “The clients did their 
homework. They came to us with many ideas and visual aids to explain their vision,” 
adds Shimp.

The result of such teamwork: a true entertaining space the homeowners plan to invite 
friends and family to enjoy all year long. 

By Ali Longwell

COLORADO SUN  
can be brutal on 

outdoor furniture. To avoid 
unnecessary wear and tear, 

Shimp and the homeowners chose 
a leathered granite countertop for 
the outdoor kitchen and outdoor-
rated appliances from companies 
like Delta Heat. The cedar pergola 

also protects the kitchen area. 
TIP: Don’t forget to plan for 

proper ventilation with 
overhangs.

THE 
SPA AREA, 

comprised of a 
copper hot tub, was 
made by Diamond 

Spas. They handled 
everything from 

proper seating to 
jets, lights and 

plumbing.

The 
owners wanted a 

“BLOOMING GARDEN 
to surround the backyard” 
to create both beauty and 

privacy, says Shimp. Aspen, 
Colorado blue spruce, cockspur 
hawthorn and ponderosa pine 

trees create that privacy. 
Multiple tiers of stacked stalls 

and retaining walls invite 
guests, too, to explore 

garden alcoves.
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